Benefits of Solar Screens shading your windows.
The benefits of benefits of solar screens shading your home’s windows from
the sun are huge. Solar screens simply put are shading device that mount on
the outside of windows to provides shade for those windows. Unlike window film
that’s installed on the inside glass pane of a window, a solar screen provides
shade for the window and the glass of the window. A solar screen is mounted on
the outside of the window about an inch off the glass which places the solar
screen between your window and the sun.
The sun’s rays not only penetrate through a window to heat up anything the rays
come in contact with, but very importantly the sun’s rays heat up the glass itself,
causing the glass of a window to become a huge problematic source of radiant
heat. A solar screen will eliminate this, it will NOT only NOT allow the glass of a
window to get hot from the sun’s rays, but it will also NOT allow the sun’s rays to
penetrate in to the home through the window which would heat up anything the
rays come in contact with like blinds and floors.
Solar screens immensely provide shade for windows, they are like having a full
shade tree between your window and the sun.
Solar Screens are very effective at what they do. If you have a hot room
whereby you can tell a source of the heat is from your windows, a solar screen is
your answer. Outside of boarding up your window, it is the Number One answer
to eliminating that window as a problematic source of heat for that room.
We offer two densities of our material, an 80% density and a 90% density. The
80% density is the best option if you are choosing screens for your entire home.
The 90% offers 10% more shade, but at these levels, it is quite a bit. So, if you
are selectively looking to shade specific troublesome windows, windows that get
more than 5 hours of direct West sun light, then the 90% material may be a
better choice for you. The 90% material does make the room a bit darker, but it
is the most effective.
This “Benefits of Solar Screens” document can be downloaded from http://www.austin-tx-solarscreens.com/
To learn more about Solar Screens, visit the Solar Screens Austin TX website
www.JoshHobbs.com

